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1.1. Introduction

The solution of the socalled LQG-problem, i.e. finding a control law and a

state estimator for a linear-quadratic-gaussiati model, is well-known and very

attractive due to the separation principle or certainly equivalence, see [7]

or [ 9] .
For reasons which are not yet fully understood, the extension of the single-

controller LQG-model to the multi-decisionmaker case is not straightforward

and evokes some problems. In the single-controller case the state estimator

is a recursive, linear, finite-dimensional filter (the Kalman filter); in a

multi-DM situation, a DM cannot estimate the state so easily, since it is also

affected by the controls of the other DMs having different (unknown) informa-

tion. Y-C.Ho has called this the closure problem, see [6].

Only in a few restricted cases~somé results are available:

1) the DMs exchange their information, or the information patterns are nested.

2) with the assumption that the resulting strategies are linear in all the

available information, they can be calculated from the numerical solution

of a set of implicit equations [ 4] ,[ 10] .

The major consideration here seems to be that the state estimator of a DM is

based on all his observations done in the past. Therefore it is impossible to

implement a finite- dimensional filter of fixed dimension, as can be done in

the single DM case.
With respect to the class of models we investigate, i.e. policy models of

national economies, it looks plausible to constrain the available information

to a series of observations of fixed length.

Such a device, which observes and controls the state of the system, with a

fixed structure imposed by the DM, is called a compensator.

u r

Fig. 1. Plant P, controlled and observed by a compensator C.
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The remaining problem is to find expressions for the quantities that determine

the compensator, in such a way that certain design criteria are fulfilled.

Depending on the type of problem, these crïteria mostly relate to:

- stability requirements, e.g. by pole placing

- is the approximation good enough?

- is the resulting filter easy (and fast) to implement?

The compensator approach has been used by Rhodes and Luenberqer [8], together

with the technique of dynamic programming. Their calculations for a zero-sum,

continuous-time dynamic game are based on a lemma (Lemma 1, page 480 of [8J),

which contains a serious error and is therefore certainly incorrect. Consequent-

ly the resulting formulae cannot be trusted either. For this reason we will

not use the dynamic programming approach, which does not seem applicable in

this context, but refer to the matrix minimum principle (MMP), see Athans [1],

to find approximating solutions for the.dt-LQG g~e (see also remark 2 of

section 3.3.18).

1.2. Outline of the paper

In section 2 the matrix minimum principle is stated in discrete time without

proof. By means of three examples is shown how it can be applied (section 3.1.,

3.2. and 3.3., in a increasing order of complexity). In sections 3.3.4. and

3.3.5. the most general structure for a compensator is given, and the assump-

tions under which the MMP will be applied.

All these examples, including the proofs, are important to gather knowledge

and experience for the ultimate goal: extension to the two-DM, nonzero-sw-n,

dt-LQG dynamic game. In part II of the paper the MMP will be applied to various

dynamic games.
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2. The matrix minimum principle.

2.1. The minimum principle is well-known. The extension to the matrix case is

straightforward. From a theoretical point of view this can be seen by

showing the existence of a mapping of the set of n x m real matrices to

the set of nm-dimensional real vectors.

Sincè both sets are vector spaces on the reals, and since the mapping is

linear, one-to-one and onto, and inner-product preserving, the two spaces

are algebraically and topologically equivalent. The definition of the

inner-product of two matrices is in section 2.4.

This justifies the matrix minimum principle. It can be stated in discrete

time as follows.

2.2. matrix difference equation Xttl - Xt - Ft(Xt'Ut)' XO

2.3. cost functional

nixn2
where X : T -~ R

mlxm2
U : T -~ R

tl-1

J - K (Xt ) -F. tE0 Lt (Xt,Ut)
1

~F: T x Rnlxn2 x Rmlxm2 R
n Xn

K: R 1 2--T R

L: T x Rnlxn2 x Rmixm2 ~ R
T s{O,l,...,tl} is the time index set with x(tl) the final state

(tl ~ ~)

2.4. Let A,B E Rnxm,then their inner-product

~A,B~ : Rnxm X Rnxm -~ R is defined by

T n m
~A,B~ - trace AB - i~1 ~1 ai bij- J J

The trace ol~erator is abbreviated to tr. Expressions like tr X(YfZ) are

understood to read like trace [X(YtZ)].

2.5. To state the MMP we need the concept of gradient matrix.
nxm

Let f(X) be a scalar-valued function of elements xij of X E R .

Then the gradient matrix of f(X) is denoted by

3f (X)
ax '
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and it is a(nxm)-matrix, whose ijth element is given by

C 8f (X) ~ - af (X)
ax ij axiJ

Some formulae for specific cases of f can be found in appendix A.

2.6. The Hamiltonian function.

n xn n xn m xm
Let H: R 1 2 x R 1 2 x R 1 2-~ R be defined by

H(XtrPtfl ~Ut) 0 Lt (Xt,Ut) t tr [ Ft (Xt~Ut) Pt.i-1~

x
where Pt : T~ Rnl n2 is the costate matrix

Let Ut, X~ be the optimal control and state, resp. Then there exists a

costate matrix Pt, such that:

2.7. i) canonical equations Xt}1 - Xt - aPH ~- Ft(Xt,Ut)
ttl ~

~ t aH I
Pttl - Pt - - axt ~e

ii) boundary conditions a) X~ - X~

b) P~ - a K(X~ )
ti axt tl

i
iii) minimization of the Hamiltonian

H(Xt,Ptfl'Ut) ~ H(Xt~P~tl'Ut)

If Ut is unconstrained, this yields the necessary condition

c~H - 0
aUt '~



3. Applications of the matrix minimum principle.

3.1. Derivation of the control law.

3. 1.1. P: x(tfl) - A(t)x(t) t B(t)u(t) , xo

t E T - {O,l,...,tl}

x: T-Y Rn system state

u: T-~ Rm control vector
x

A: T-, Rnxn ~ B: T-~ Rn m

Costs J: Rn x Rm - ~ R are given by

tl-1

J- xT(tl)Q(tl)x(tl) } tE~[xT(t)Q(t)x(t) f uT(t)R(t)u(t)~

nxn mxmQ: T; R and R: T~-~ R are symmetric and positive-definite.

3.1.2. Problem formulation.
Find a closed-loop control law {u(x(t),t), t E T} which minimizes

J w.r.t. the system P.
Assumption. Let u(t) be generated by a linear, time-varying feedback law

mxn
of the form u(t) --L (t) x(t) , where L: T~ R is the

control gain matrix.

3.1.3. Substituting u(t) --Lx(t) (we omit subscript t when clear)

P .
x(tfl) - (A-BL)x(t)

tJ-(xTQx) t E xT (t) [Q t LTRL] x(t)
1 t

Define X: T-~ Rnxn by X(t) a x(t)x(t)T

Then X (ttl ) - ( A-BL) X ( t) (A-BL) T

X(0) - x(0)x(0)T

J- tr (QX) t f E tr (QfLTRL) X(t)
1 t

H(X(t),P(ttl),L(t)) 0 tr(QtLTRL)X(t) t

T
tr [ (A-BL) X (t) (A-BL) T-X (t) ] P (ttl ) .
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3.1.4. So by 2.7. i) and ii), we obtain for the costate (consult appendix A)

P~ (t) -(A-BL) tP~ (ttl ) (A-BL) t t LTRL (t) f Q(t)

P~(tl) - Q(tl)

Since Q(t) - QT(t) and R(t) - RT(t) for all t E T, we infer that

P(t) - PT (t) for all t E T.

3.1.5. aL(t) - O~ 8L(t)
tr(LTRLX)t f óL(t) tr(A-BL)X(t)(A-BL)TPT(ttl)- 0

Using the formulae of appendix A and the fact that X(t) and P(t) are

symmetric, we obtain that

R(t)L(t)X(t) t RT(t)L(t)X(t) - 2BTP(ttl) ( A-BL)X(t) - 0

R(t)L(t)X(t) - BTP(t-~1) (A-BL)X(t)

If this equation has to hold for all X(t), then we arrive at:

R(t)L(t) - BTP(tfl) (A-BL) ~

L(t) - [R(t) t BT(t)P(tt1)B(t)]-1 BT(t)P(tfl)A(t)

This is the well-known optimal control matrix for the dt-LQG case, see

e.g. J.C. Willems [9] .

3.1.6. Remarks
1. Note that the statement of the plant P in section 3.1.1. is under

rather mild assumptions : several objects are defined superfluously

e.g. u(tl) is not needed and Q(t) can easily be taken positive-

semidefinite. We do not need the most stringent problem formulation

here.
2. The continuous-time formulae are simpler

L(t) - R 1(t) BT (t) P(t)
c

P (t) - -P (t) A (t) - AT (t)P (t} f p (t) B (t) R-1 (t) P (t) - Q (t)
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These formulae are derived in Athans [1, section 5], using the MMP.
Additionally he gives an interpretation of the costate:

P (t) - aJ
ax (t)

3. The costs in 3.1.1. can be extended to the case:

tl-1
J-(XTQX)t t tE~ ( XTQX t uTRu f 2uTSX)t

1

Then one derives for the control matrix:

L (t) - (R (t) f BT (t) P (tfl ) B (t) ) -1 (S (t) f BT (t) P (ttl ) A (t) )

4. Due to the linear state equation in 3.1.1., we can reformulate the
MMP somewhat easier

Xt-E1 - Ft(Xt,Ut)

HL(Xt~Ptfl'Ut) - Lt(Xt,Ut) t tr[Ft(Xt'Ut)Ptfl]

! aHL I
Pt - aXt i[

where FL is a linear map in Xt. Note that the canonical equation

2.7. i) for P~ now can be derived with less writing effort.

This formulation will be used in the seguel, without explicitly

mentioning the superscript L.

3.2. Derivation of the filter gain

3.2.1. The MMP can also be used to derive the optimal linear filter. This was

shown by Athans and Tse [3] in continuous time setting. Our derivation

will be in discrete time. Just as in the control case (section 3.1.),

the proof and procedure given here are important for investigations to

come, involving the compensator.



3.2.2. P: x(ttl) - A(t)x(t) t M(t)v(t), x0

y(t) - C(t)x(t) f N(t)v(t)

x( t) : S2 x T-~ Rn

y( t) : Sl x T-~ Rk

v( t) : SZ x T-~ Rp

x~ E G(m~,Q~)

v (t) E G (O,V (t) )

x~ and v(t) are independent random variables
T - 0 , t ~ sv(t) is white noise : E[v(t)v(s) )

t E T - {O,l,...,tl}

3.2.3. Filter problem.
Find an estimate of the state x(t) of p , given observations
y(0), Y(1), ..., y(t-1).

Remarks
1. Of course, for actual computation, this problem formulation will be

too broad. Also a specification of the type of estimator is needed,
such as: least squares type, unbiased, minimum variance, etc.

2. Note that the estimate x(t) is only based on observations up to time
t-1. Using common Kalman filter notation and a conditional mean esti-
mator, we adopt the convention

x(t) ~ E[x(t) ~y(0),Y(1),...,y(t-1)] .

Often in the literature is found: x(t) ~ E[x(t)~y(0),...,y(t)].

Our convention makes an extension to the more general observation

equation y(t) - Cx(t) f Du(t) f Nv(t) possible.

Moreover, x(0) can be interpreted as: x(0) - E[x(0)~no measurements] -
- E [x (0) ] - m~.

3. The Gaussian white noise vector v(t) is involved in both the system
noise M(t)v(t) and the measurement noise N(t)v(t).
This formulation encompasses the situation of uncorrelated system and
measurement noise as a special case (take MNT - 0)
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3.2.4. A least-square estimator x(t) can be found by direct computation, resul-

ting in the famous Kalman filter equatiori.

Here we will follow a different approach,

Let x(t) be the output of a linear, finite-dimensional filter. This seems

logical and obvious from an engineering point of view.

Let e(t) ~ x(t) - x(t). The error process e(t) should have certain favo-

rable properties. Here it is required that e(t) has zero mean (i.e. x(t)

is unbiased) and that it has minimum variance.

The structure of the filter F will be

z(tfl) - F(t)z(t) f G(t)y(t), z(0)

F :
X (t) - H (t) Z (t)

3.2.5. We make the following assumptions:

- dim z- dim x- n
- H(t) - I, so z is the estimate of x.

Once the structure of F has been constrained to 3.2.4., then the speci-

fication of the elements of the nxn-matrix F(t), of the nxm-matrix G(t)

and the deterministic initial state z(0), completely defines the

filter F.
Consider now the error e(t) - x(t) - z(t). (omit subscript t when

convenient).

e(tfi) - x(ttl) - z(ttl) - Ax(t) f Mv(t) - Fz(t) - G(Cx(t) f Nv(t))

- (A-F-GC)x(t) f Fe(t) f (M-GN)v(t)

3.2.6. For z(t) to be an unbiased estimator, we require E[z(t)] - E[x(t)]

for all t E T, i.e. E[e(t)] - 0~ (A-F-GC) E(x(t)] - 0.

This condition has to hold for all E[x(t)], so we arrive at

A- F- GC - 0 and

z(0) - E[xp] - m~ , since z(0) is a deterministic vector.
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3.2.7. Recapitulation.
The class F of unbíased filters isu

. I z(ttl) - (A-GC)z(t) t Gy(t)
F

u
lz(0) - m0

where G(t) is still an unknown gain matrix. The error e(t) obeys

e(ttl) - (A-GC)e(t) f (M-GN)e(t), e0 - x0-m0.

3.2.8. Beside the unbiasedness of the estimator, we desire that the error

process e(t) has a small variance. A reasonable measure is

J (t) - E [eT (t) M (t) e (t) ] - tr M ( t) E [ e (t) eT (t) ] 4 tr M (t) E (t)

x
where E(t) : T--~ Rn n is the covariance function of e(t} and

M(t) : T-~ Rnxn an arbitrary, but symmetric and positive-definite

weighting matrix.
From e(ttl) -(A-GC)e(t) f( M-GN)v(t) we have

E(tfl) -(A-GC) E(t) (A-GC) T f(M-GN) V ( M-GN) T

E (0) - E (e (0) e (0) T] - E [x0-m0] [x0-m0] T - QO

Now that the RHS of the E(t) expression has two quadratic terms ín G(t).

3.2.9. The resulting problem can be stated as follows.

Given the matrix difference equation

E(ttl) -(A-GC) E(t) (A-GC) T f(M-GN) V(M-GN) T, E(0) - QO

and an expression for the terminal costs: J - tr M(tl)E(tl), how can

G(t), t E T be chosen to minimize J?

3.2.10. We will solve problem 3.2.9., applying the MMP.
According to 2.6. and 2.7. and remark 4 of section 3.1.6., we have

H(E(t),P(tfl),G(t)) - tr{[(A-GC)E(t)(A-GC)T f
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(M-GN) V (M-GN) T] PT (ttl ) } , so

- (A-GC)TP(ttl)(A-GC) ~

~
P~t) - (A-GC) TP (ttl ) (A-GC)

~ atr[M(tl)E(tl)]
From the terminal condition: Pt - aE(t ) - M(tl)~1 1
From the choice of M(t), i.e. M(t) - MT(t) ~ 0 for all t E T and the

t ~expression for P(t) , we conclude that all P(t), t E T are posítive-

definite and symmetric, if (A-GC) has full rank.

More about this rank condition in section 3.2.14, remarks 3 and 4.

3.2.11. To calculate aGHt) , we first evaluate H.

(A-GC) E (t) (A-GC)TPT (tfl) -

(AEAT-GCEATfGCECTGT-AECTGT)PT(ttl) s0

H - tr[AEATP(tfl)-2GCEATP(tfl)tGCECTGTP(ttl)

- EP(t~-1)fDSVMTP(ttl)-2GNVMTP(ttl)-F-GNVNTGTP(tfl)] ~

aG(t) I~ -- 2P(tfl)AECT i- P(ttl) (GfGT)CECT

- 2P(ttl)MVNTtP(t~l) (GfGT)NVNT - 0

Using P(ttl)(GtGT)CE(t)CT - 2P(tfl)GCECT and the assumption that the

P(t}, t E T are positive-definite, we can simplify to:

G~ (t) (CE (t) CTfNVNT) - (AE (t) CTfNVNT) ~

G~(t) - (AE(t)CTfMVNT) (CE(t)CTtNVNT)-1

This formula is indeed the Kalman gain for the general model of section

3.2.2. Usually in the literature the case MVNT - 0 is regarded, where

system and measurement noise are uncorrelated.
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3.2.12. Using the expression for G~(t) we can find an expression for E(t),

E(tf 1) -(A-G~C) E(t) (A-G~C) T t( M-G~N) V ( M-G~N) T

with G~ -(AE(t)CTtMVNT)(CE(t)CTtNVNT)-1, which after some algebra
reduces to

E (ttl) - AE (t)AT t MVMT - (AE (t)CTfMVNT) (CE
(t)CT}~NT) -1

.(AE(t)CTfMVNT)T

E (0) - QO

3.2.13. Conclusion
By using the MMP the optimal filter equations can be derived in a direct
manner. The linear, finite-dimensional filter is unbiased and has
minimum variance. The formulae for G~(t) and E(t) in 3.2.11. and 3.2.12.
resp., correspond to the filtergain and the Riccati equation for the
error-covariance of the Kalman filter.

3.2.14. Remarks.

1. Crucial in the derivation is the fact that the costate P(t) can be

eliminatedfrom the expression resulting from aGHt) - 0, see 3.2.11.

The costate recursion itself is only needed to show that P(t) is
symmetric and positive-definite (under an additional assumption).
The Riccati equation follows from the "state-equation" E(t).

2. Note that the procedure of remark 1 is quite reversed in the control
matrix case of section 3.1. There the Riccati equation follows from
the costate recursion and the state X(t) is eliminated from the
aH - 0 equation. As a consequence, the control matrix L(t) is foundau
by a recursion backwards in time, and the filter matrix G(t) by a
forward recursion.

3. The additional rank condition for (A-GC), see 3.2.10., does not arise
in continuous-time setting. In general a matrix ATPA, where
A, P E Rnxn, P- PT ~ 0 can only be positive-definite if A is non-
singular. This can be seen from: xTATPAx -(xA)TP(Ax) - yTPy ~ 0
for all y~ 0, if y- Ax has no solution y- 0 except the trivial
one.
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4. The difference between continuous-time systems and discrete-time
systems is remarkable here.
The continuous-time Riccati equation

rP (t) - -P (t) A1 (t) - A2 (t) P (t)

~ P (tl) - M

has as a solution

P(t) - exp [A1 (t) t] M exp [A2 (t) t]

as can be verified directly by substitution.
Let [O,tl] be the interval of interest and assume the Riccati equa-

tion has a bÁ2~ded solution on that interval. Then exp[A1(t)t] -

- I f Alt f 2: t... is obviously non-singular for all t E[O,tl]

and P(t) ~ 0 for all t E[O,tl]. This feature of the Riccati equation
does not carry over t~ the discrete-time case.

3.3. The combined control and filter problem.

3.3.1. Introduction
In this section we want to combine .the two previous sections, i.e. to
find simultaneously the control and filter gain. Of course, for the
LQG-formulation we consider here, the solution separates, meaning: we
can develop separately from each other the control matrix and the fil-
ter gain. As this property presumably will not hold in our ultimate
application (stochastic nonzero-sum difference game), the case to be
considered here, is important.
For notational convenience, we consider from now only time-invariant

systems.

3.3.2. - I x(ttl) - Ax(t) t Bu(t) t Mv(t) , x0

y(t) - Cx(t) t Nv(t)

t -11
Cost function J - (xTQx)t } t~0 (xTQXfuTRu)t

1
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where x: S2 x T-~ Rn state process

y: St x T-~ Rk observatíon process

u E Rm ( admissible) inputs

v: S2 x T-~ Rp noise process

v(t) E G(O,V)
T

v(t) is white noise, E[v (t) v ( s) ]- 0, t~ s

xo E G(m~,EO)

Q- QT ~ 0 ~ R- RT ~ ~

v(t) and x0 are independent random variables
T - {O,l,...,tl}, time index set
A,B,C,M,N,Q,R,V, are time-independent known matrices of appro-

priate dimensions

3.3.3. The problems of 3.1. and 3.2. are easily recognized. The combined con-

trol~state estimating problem consists now of determining the input

sequence {u(t), t E T} and of estimating the state process x(t). It is

understood that
- the estimate x(t) of x(t) is based on the available information

{y(0) .Y(1) ,...,y(t-1) }
-{u(t), t E T} is adapted to the sigma-field generated by the esti-
mates {x(0),...,x(t)} and minimizes the expected cost E[J].

The asked solution is well-known and can be found e.g. by dynamic pra-

gramming, see (7]. Due to the separation principle, it has a very ele-

gant and useful structure.
Let the state estimate obey the Kalman filter equation

x(ttl) - Ax(t) f Bu(t) t K(t) [y(t)-Cx(t)]

where K(t) ~ G~(t) can be found in 3.2.11.
Then the optimal control law satisfies

u (t) - -L (t) x (t)

where L(t) can be found from the deterministic control problem, see

3.1.5.
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3.3.4. In order to make use of the MMP, we will follow here a different route,

and introduce the notion of a compensator. In fact a compensator is a

dynamical system, whose output is used t:o determine a control law. The

dynamical system itself is used to "obsE~rve" the original system. Here

we postulate the compensator as a linear, finite-dimensional dynamical

system with the following structure:

C:
z(tfl) - Fz(t) f Du(t) f K(t) [y(t)-Cz(t)] , z(0)

u (t) - L (t) z (t)

Note that the state process z(t) : R~ T-~ Rq has two inputs: y(t) and

u(t), the output and input of the original system, resp. The control

law is defined to be linear, and z(0) is deterministic.

3.3.5. A compensator can be regarded as an observer, combined with a controller.
After fixing the structure, the remaining problem is to determine values

for the unknown quantities.
They may result from stability considerations, design requirements, etc.

As a block diagram the compensator can be illustrated as follows:

u(t)

~ L(t) delay

I
I

delay

y (t)
K(t)

y(t)

~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- co~mpensator - - - - - - - -- - J

Figure 2: Original system and compensator.
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3.3.6. Problem:
Given P and C and a cost function J as in 3.3.2. and 3.3.4., find
expressions for the unknowns {F,K(t),D,L(t),z(0),q} in terms of the
known {A,B,M,N,C,V,xp,Q,R,n,k,p,m} in order that the cost function
E [J] is minimized.

3.3.7. In order to solve problem 3.3.6. we will state several assumptions.
At the outset they will allbe accepted,but, learning from our attempts,

it is tried for to relax several of the assumptions. The general idea

behind the assumptions is to bring more structure into the problem

and to solve less unknowns ín a simplified environment.

Assumption one : dim z- dim x or q- n.

Assumption two : z(0) - m~

Assumption three : F - A

Assumption four : D - B

3.3.8. To start with, we adopt assumptions one-four, and from 3.3.2. and 3.3.4.
we have the augmented system

I x(tfl) - Ax(t) t Bu(t) t Mv(t)
~a .

z(ttl) -(A-K(t)CtBL(t))z(t) t K(t)Cx(t) f K(t)Nv(t)

Let x(t) - z(t) ~ e(t), we can define in vector notation, an augmented
system in three ways:

Ea(2) : x(tfl) AfBL(t) -BL(t) j x(t)I -~ M

e(tfl) - ~ 0 A-K(t)CI le(t) M-K(t)NI

x(tfl)~ - I A BL(t) (

z(ttl) I` K(t)C A-K(t)CfBL(t)~ ( 11
f M v (t)

K(t)N

v (t)

Fa(3) : z(t~l) ~ ~AtBL(t) K(t)C ~ z(t) } K(t)N ~
v(t)

(e(tfl) 0 A-K(t)C (e(t)) ~M-K(t)N
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From these three alternatives we choose Ea(3),for reasons that will be-

come clear in section 3.3.17.

3.3.9. Accepting the new state rzl , the cost J must be transformed into the
leJt

new state variables. ( unless we define a simple a-priori expression,
say J-(ze)T Q(L) : a terminal cost expression)

tl e tl
From 3.3.2. we obtain after a calculation

T T 1 Z 1 tl-1 T T LTRLf z
J-(z e) Q QJ (e J t tE0 (z e)~ Q Q Q, ~[ l t e t

1

If E(t) is the covariance function of Iz ~, we need in the sequel twole
expressions for E[J]

E[J] - tr Q Q l E(tl ) t ttEO tr LQtLQ~ QJ E(t) or
C J

E[J] - tr Q[E 11}~ 12}~ 12}~22] t }1

ttEO tr [LTRLE 11 (t) }Q [~ 11}~ 12}212}~22] t] '

where E(t) -~T1 ~12 ís the symmetric 2nx2n covariance function of
~12 ~22 t

Ce~ t -
3.3.10. Now we transform our problems into a MMP formulation.

The covariance of (zl obeys:
LeJ t

AtBL(t) K(t)C [AfBL(t)] T 0 }
E (ttl) - . E (t) .

0 A-K(t)C [K(t)C] T [A-K(t)C] T

KNVNTKT KNV(M-KN)

(M-KN)VNTKT ( M-KN)V(M-KN)

0 0
, E (0) -

T 0 ~0
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Define A 0
AtBL(t) K(t)C

0 A-K ( t ) C

M-K(t)N

P11 P12 ~11 ~12
P (t) ~ E (t) - T

- P21 P22 t ~12 ~22 t

where all block matrices are 2nx2n, except M which is 2nxn.
Each block is nxn. Apparantly E(t) is symmetric, so E11 -~11'~22 -~22

~T ~ ~T
3.3.11. Matrix state equation E(ttl) - AE(t)A t MVM ,

cost function E[J] - tr Q Q E(tl ) t ttEO tr LQtQT~ Q J E(t)C~
unknown matrix gain: K(t) and L(t)

Apparantly this is not the structure of 3.2.9.

Suppose the unknowns are labeled as U1,U2,...

Here we can do with U1 - L(t),U2 - K(t).

Now A can be written as:

AtBL(t) K(t)C A 0 I Z BL(t) 0
- t

0 A-K(t)C 0 A 0-I 0 K(t)C

~T
and a similar transformation for MVt4 .

However, the 2nx2n-control matrix U ~
BU1 0

0 U2 C
has a specific structure, namely the off-diagonal blocks are zero.

If we apply the derivation of sections 3.2.10-3.2.12, then the optimal.
U~ would satisfy a Kalman filter expression similar to G~(t) in 3.2.11.
But in that expression (in block-matrix form) the off-diagonal blocks
are definitely nonzero:
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be

This is caused by the fact that we are dealing with a constrained mini-

mization problem, since the off-diagonal blocks of U are

zero. This suggestion will therefore not work, unless
restricted to

constrained problem

H(E~(t) , P~(tfl) , U~(t) ~ H(E~(t) , P~(tfl) , U(t) )

for all U(t) -
0

U2 C ~
we solve the

Another suggestion is to write down in detail the equations for every
block of E(t), H(t), P(t) and evaluate aU ~ aU '1 2
This is the pedestrian way. We will pursue this route here.

3.3.12. The costate equation for 3.3.11.

H (E (t) ,P (tfl) rU1,U2) - tr AE (t)ATPT (tfl) f

T l
tr MVMTPT (ttl) t tr Q}LQ~ Q J E(t)

By calculating a~Ht) we obtain as costate equation

I P~ (t) - ATP~ (t~-1) A f fQ-~LTRL (t) Q

L Q Q

P~(t1) - LQ QJ
Since Q- QT, R- RT we find P(t) - PT(t)I~ for all t E T.

Note that here no general statements can be made about the Dositive-

definiteness of P~(t).
P P

Now we wríte P- PT - T1 12 ' P11 - P11 ' P22 - P22'
P12 P22
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3.3.13. To compute aKHt) and aLHt) we need to elaborate AE(t)ATPT(ttl) and

MVMTPT(tfl). Since we are only interested in the trace, the off-diagonal

elements need not be calculated.

A calculation gives:

AfBL(t) K(t)C
E11 E12

(AtBL(t) )T 0
P11 P12

[ 0 A-K(t)C, ET E [(K(t)C)T (A-K(t)C)T] PT P
12 22 t 12 22

tfl

(AtBL)E11(AtBL)TP11 t KCE12(AfBL)TP11 t

(AtBL)E12CTKTPII } KCE22CTKTPII }
(AtBL)E12(A-KC)TP12 t KCE22(A-KC)TP12

(A-KC) E12 (AfBL)
TP12 }

(A-KC)E22CTKTPI2 }

(A-KC)E22(A-KC)TP22

MVMTPT(tfl) -I KNVNTKTP11 f KNV(M-KN)TP12 .

(M-KN)VNTKTPI2 }

(M-KN)V(M-KN)TP22

Using tr AB - tr BA and tr A- tr AT, it can be seen that several terms

in H can be grouped together.
Only terms containing L(t) or K(t) will be regarded. Thus we find

H(E(t),P(ttl),K(t),L(t)) - tr{LTRLEII
}

(AfBL)E11(AtBL)TP11 t 2KCE12(AtBL)TP11 t KCE22CTKTPII }

t 2(AtBL)E12(A-KC)TP12 t 2KCE22(A-KC)TP12 }
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(A-KC)E22(A-KC)TP22 f KNVNTKTP11 t KNV(M-KN)TP12 ~-

(M-KN)V(M-KN)TP22}

3.3.14. By simple differentation (consult appendix A) we find

aLl(t) - aL(t)
tr{LTRL E11 f(AtBL) E11 (AfBL) TP11 t

2KCE12LTBTPII f 2BLE12(A-KC)TP12} -

2RLE11 t 2BTP11(AtBL)E11 -1- 2BTP11KCE12 f 2BTP12(A-KC)Ei2 - 0

~ [(BTP11
(t-F1)BtR)L(t)fBTPll (t-~1)A] E11 (t) -

-{BTP11
(tfl)K(t)C f BTP12 (ttl) [A-K(t)C]

}~12 (t)

3.3.15. Analogously for aKHt) - 0:

aKHt) - aK(t) tr{2KCEi2(AfBL)TP11 t KCE22CTKTPII }

- 2(AtBL)E12CTKTPI2 f 2KCE22(A-KC)TP12 f (A-KC)E22(A-KC)TP22

f KNVNTKTP11 f 2KNV(M-KN)TP12 f(M-KN)V(M-KN)TP22}

- 2P11(AtBL)E12CT f 2P11KCE22CT - 2P11(AfBL)E12CT

f 2P12(A-KC)E22CT - 2P12KCE22CT

- 2P22(A-KC)E22CT t 2P11KNVNT f 2P12(M-KN)VNT

- 2P12KNVNT - 2P22(M-KN)VNT - 0 ~

P 1 1[(AtBL) E 12CT t KCE 22CT f KNVNT] f
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P12 [(A-KC)E22CT t (M-KN)~JNT]

- P12 [(AfBL) E12CT t KCE22CT t KN~7NT]

- P22 [(A-KC) E22CT t(M-KN) VNT] - 0

(P11-P12) [(AfBL(t))E12(t)CTfK(t) [CE22(t)CTfNVNT]]
ttl

} (P12-P22) [(A-K(t)C)E22(t)CTt(M-K(t)N)VNT] - 0
ttl

Regard the coefficient of (P12-P22) . It can be written as:
ttl

AE22 (t)CT -~- NVNT - K(t) [CE22 (t)CT -~ NVNT] ,

in which we recognize the KaLnan filtergain expression.

3.3.16. It will be clearifying to solve the equations for E(t) and P(t)

a. From E(tfl) - AE(t)AT t MVMT .

~11
(tfl) - (AfBL) E11 (AtBL) Ti~KCE12 ( AtBL) Ta-KCE22CTKT

f (Ai-BL)E12CTKTfKNVNTKT . ~11(0) - 0

~12(ttl) - (AtBL)E12(A-KC)TfKCE22(A-KC)T f KNV(M-KN)T , ~12(0) - 0

~22(ttl) - ( A-KC)E22(t)(A-KC)Tt(M-KN)V(M-KN)T , ~22(0) - FO

b. From P(t) - ATP (ttl)A f
CQ-~-LTRL Q1 .

Q QJ
P11 (t) -(AfBL)TP11 (ttl) (AtBL) f LTRL f Q~ P11 (tl) - Q

P12 (t) -(AtBL) TP1 1(tfl ) KC t(AfBL) TP12 (A-KC) f Q, P12
(tl )- Q
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P22
(t) - (A-KC) TP22 (ttl) (A-KC) t (A-KC) TP12 (ttl) KC

t(KC)TP12(ttl)(A-KC) t(KC)TP11(ttl)KC t Q, P22(t1) - Q

c. Note that E22(t) does not depend on E12, ~12 and E11 and that Pil(t)

does not depend on P12, P12 and P22.
Recursions for P12 and E12 are immediate, since P and ~ are symmetric.

3.3.17. a. A closer investigation of the E12(t) equation in 3.3.16a. gives:

~12(ttl) - (AtBL)E12(t)(A-KC)T t

K[CE22(t)AT - CE22CTKT t NVMT - NVNTKT] -

(AtBL)E12(t)(A-KC)T t K[Cï22ATtN~1MT-(CE22CTtNVNT)KT]

If we substitute K-(AE22CTtMVNT)(CE22CTtNVNT)-1, which is the

formula for the Kalman gain, we see that the second term in the

RHS vanishes, so:

E12 (tti) - ( AtBL) E12 (t) ( A-KC) T , E12 (0) - 0.

Because of the zero initial condition E12(0) - 0, we find that

~ 12
(t) - 0 for all t E T.

Since E12 denotes the covariance between x and x-x, we have found

the well-known projection result x 1 x-x.

b. A closer investigation of the costate equation in 3.3.16b. gives:

From P11(t) we can derive a simpler expression, using 3.1.5.

P11 (t) - ATP11 (ttl) [AtBL(t)] t Q

P12 (t) - (KC) TP11 (ttl) [AtBL(t)] t (A-KC) TP12 (ttl) (AtBL) t Q

(P11-P12) - ( A-KC)T(P11-P12) (AtBL(t)),
t ttl
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with initial condition: P11(tl) - P12(tl) - Q- Q- ~'
Because of the zero initial condition, we find that

P11(t) - P12(t) - 0 for all t E T.

c. Remark that, although P12(tl) - P22(tl) - 0, for t- tl - 1 we have:

P12 (tl-1) - (AfBL) TQA f Q

P22(tl-1) - ATQA t Q

(P12-P22) - (BL)TQA
tl-1

If P12(t) - P22(t) is positive-definite for all t E T, we can equal
its coefficient in 3.3.15. to zero, to obtain the Kalman gain matrix
K(t) and the fact that P11(t) - P12(t) - 0 for all t E T.
Along the same line, we can obtain the control matrix L(t) from the

coefficient of E11(t) in 3.3.14., and the fact that E12(t) - 0

for all t E T.

3.3.18. Remarks.
1. Several nice properties emanate, which will not show up so easily

in our ultimate application:
a. separation between K(t) and L(t)
b. E22(t) and P11(t) are unaffected by other covariances and costates,

resp.
c. the system matrix is upper-diagonal, due to e(t) - x(t) - z(t).

Introduction of el(t) and e2(t) in the two-DM case, will cause a

completely filled system matrix.
2. Application of the MMP appears to be much more tedious than the

dynamic programming approach. Still we retain this method, since the
DP method does not seem applicable for the compensator approach. A
crucial point in the DP method is nestedness of the available in-
formation. z
Let Ft - Q({x(s),s ~ t}) and F t- a({z(t)}), where Q({x}) denotes

the sigma-algebra generated by the random variable x. Then for the

state process x(t) : Ft-1 C F~.

But for the comnensator: Fzt-1 zt. g F . This is exactly the reason why

lemma 1 of Rhodes and Luenberger is incorrect [8].
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Therefore the DP method seems inapplicable here and the MMP is called
for.

3. Two suggestions rise how to relax the assumptions three and four in
3.3.7.
a. equivalent treatment as K(t) and L(t)
b. an argument of unbiasedness like in 3.2.6.
These suggestions will be investigated ín section 4.
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4. Relaxation of assumptions.

4.1. In this section we are concerned with assumption three: A- F(see 3.3.7.)
Two ways are suggested to find F, after dropping the A- F assumption.
First, an unbiasedness argument similar to 3.2.6. can be used.
Secondly, the matrix F can be considered just as K(t) and L(t) in 3.3.
We will pay some attention to the two suggestions in the subsequent
sections.

4.2. Derivation of the system matrix.

4.2.1. x(ttl) - Ax(t) t Bu(t) f Mv(t)
P .

y(t) - Cx(t) f Nv(t)

C :
z (ttl) - Fz (t) f Bu (t) t K(t) [y (t) - Cz (t) ]

u(t) - L(t)z(t)

Consider K(t) and L(t) as known matrices.

Additional assumption: there are only terminal costs

E[J] - tr[xT(tl)Qx(tl)]

Problem: how can F be determined?

4.2.2. The error process e(t) 4 x(t) - z(t) obeys

e (ttl ) - (A-F) x (t) t (F-KC) e (t) t (M-KN) v (t)

We desire z(t) to be an unbiased estimator of x(t) , so E[x (t) ]- E[z (t) ]~

E[e (t) ]- p for all t E T, implying E[(A-F) x(t) ]- 0. In order to fulfil

this condition for all x(t), one obtains A- F- 0~ A- F.

A similar argument can be used to deal with assumption two: B- D.

4.2.3. The alternative approach goes along the lines of 3.3.

From 4.2.1..

C'. "] [ 1 [ 1AfBL -BL x (t) M
f (t)e(ttl) - A-F F-KC e(t) M-KN ~
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and the covariance function E(t) of IX J obeys :
`e t

AtBL -BL AtBL -BL
E(ttl) - E(t)

A-F F-KC A-F F-KC

4.2.4. According to 2.6.

~Tf MVM

H (E (t) ,P (ttl ) ,F) - tr AE (t) ATPT (tfl ) f tr MVMTPT (tfl )

where tr AE(t)ATPT(tfl) -

tr[(A11E11}A12E12)All } (A11E12}A12E22)A12]P11 }

tr[(AilEll}A12E12)A21 } (A11E12}A12E22)`~22]P12 }

tr[(A21E11}A22E12)All t (A21E12}A22E22)A12]P12 }

tr[(`~21E11}A22E12)A21 } (A21E12}A22E22)A22]P22 so

H - [ (A-t~BL) E11-BLE12] (A-F) TP12 f

[ (AfBL) E 12-BLE22] (F-KC) TP12 f

[ (A-F) E11t (F-KC) E12] (AfBL) TP12 -

[ ír:-F) E 12t (F-KC) E22] LTBTPI2 }

[(A-F)E11t(F-KC)E12](A-F)TP22 f

[(A-F)E12f(F-KC)E22](F-KC)TP22

where the P11-terms are deleted since they do not depend on F.

4.2.5. A calculation and rearrangement of terms gives:

a-FH, -- P12 [(AtBL) E11-BLEi2] t P12 [(AtBL) ï12-BLE22]

f P22[(A-F)(E12-E11) f (F-KC)(E22-E12)] - O ~

P12 [ (AtBL) (E12-E11) t BL(E12-E22)] -

P22[(A-F)(E11-E12) t (F-KC)(E12-E22)]
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4.2.6. From the final condition in 4.2.5., it is not clear how to proceed.

This equation might as well be written in terms of ~E12-~11~ and

(~12-~22).
Therefore we draw the preliminary conclusion that the MMP is not suitable

to find an expression for the system matrix of the compensator.

This is a serious objection for the multi DM-case.
It seems obvious here to take another parametrization e.g. define as

state vector Le J t.
It is likely that the problem still remains over-parametrized and we

only can use an unbiasedness argument.
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Appendix A : matrix calculus.

A1. Definition
Let X E Rmxn, f: Rmxn -~ R, y- f(X)

óf (X)Then the gradient matrix aX is defined as

af (X) - ~ -
ax - ax -

~ ~ ~
axll 8x12 ...

8xln

A2. Example
If y- trace X- xll } x22 }.

that á - In.

. t xnn, where X E Rnxn, it is immediate

A3. By straightforward, but sometimes lengthly calculations, we can obtain

a 1,
a tr AX - AT

ax

a2 a tr AXT - AaX

a3. a tr AXTB - BAax

a4. a tr AXB - ATBT
ax

T
a5. a taXAXBX - ATXBT f AXB

a6 . a tr AXBX - ATXTBT t BTXTATax

A4. Application of this table to section 3.3.14. and 3.3.15.

Let P- PT, Q- QT then

aX
tr (AfBX)Q(AtBX)TP - 2BTP(AtBX)Q

aX tr (AtXB)Q(AtXB)TP - 2P(AtXB)QBT
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A5. Remarks.
1. Note that our formule a5. is the correct version of formula A.15 on page

604 of Athans' paper [1]

2. It is often simpler not to apply a5. and a6., but just apply the chainrule

when dealing with a quadratic expression in X(and possibly formulae a3.

and a4.)
3. "The formulae are not valid if the elements x., of X are not independent"i~

(quotation from Athans (1], page 603).

4. Useful formulae are: tr A- tr AT

tr AB - tr BA

if AB and BA are compatible.

5. More formulae, for e.g. det X, Xn, ln X,can be found in Athans [1],
Athans and Schweppe [3] and Graham [5] , sections 4.4. , 5.4, and 7.3.
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